
AUTOMATED PROCESS SOLUTIONS



Designed. Engineered. Manufactured. Supported.

At REL, our approach to designing, building, and installing automated metal etch processing lines, chemical cleaning 
processing lines, and non-destructive testing equipment for fluorescent penetrant and magnetic particle inspection 
has been built on decades of experience solving complex technical challenges for our customers. REL ideates and 
manufactures world class, Industry 4.0, reliable, and exactly controlled equipment.

Visit relinc.com to view all of REL’s products.

METAL ETCH

AUTOMATED METAL ETCH LINES

AUTOMATED CLEANING LINES

AUTOMATED FLUORESCENT PENETRANT 
INSPECTION LINES

PAST SYSTEM’S PART ENVELOPES
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METAL ETCH
Complex challenges.  Convenient Controlled Solutions.

Exact Metal Etch Equipment

Effective cleaning and surface etch preparation is a critical step in the quality control 
of precision parts for all part manufacturers, especially those providing parts to 
aerospace and outer space vehicles. At REL, our approach to designing, building, and 
installing automated metal etch and chemical cleaning processing lines has been built 
on decades of experience solving complex technical challenges for our customers to 
create scientifically sound, industry certified, high throughput, reliable, and long-lasting 
equipment.

REL automated Metal Etching lines allow for effective surface removal before Non-
Destructive Evaluation of your Safety Critical Components. Removing exact material 
thickness to expose subsurface material structure allows for subsequent material 
integrity evaluation or surface preparation for the next coating operation. Utilize your 
current chemical supplier and REL equipment. Design and implement processing recipes 
with real time etch rate control, and automated chemical dosing, and log all processing 
data with our dynamic motion control and infinite processing memory.

REL automated Chemical Cleaning lines allow for effective surface cleaning prep before 
Non-Destructive Testing of your Safety Critical Components. Remove surface coatings 
and tarnishes utilizing your chosen chemical supplier and REL equipment. Design and 
implement processing recipes ‘on the fly’, and log all processing data with our dynamic 
motion control and infinite processing memory.  
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AUTOMATED METAL ETCH LINES We ‘cut our teeth’ on material removal.
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1. Chemical processing tank with eductor agitation
2. Process visibility with REL process control
3. Anodized parts from an REL automated anodizing  process 
4. Integrated safety in process control

Material removal via chemical reaction is Metal Etching. How else can you remove precisely 0.0002” of material 
over the equivalent surface area of a football field on a part with complex geometry? This process is utilized for 
surface material removal and/or surface prep for a plethora of aerospace and rocket parts.  As a manufacturer 
of automated processing metal etch equipment, we maximize our metallurgical and chemical understanding 
of materials that make up things that move in the world. Our automated systems use a range of overhead 
conveyance methods and precision carriers, to move multiple parts with complex geometries and varying weights 
carefully and smoothly through the stages of your specific process requirements. 

Our equipment has real time control to meet exact etching requirements. Etch rates can be predicted and learned 
on the control to increase throughput without guessing, and checking to verify surface material removal. 

Our Automated Metal Etch and Chemical Processing Systems are run on our comprehensive Control Systems 
platform. Each automated line is controlled and monitored using a historian database that can be configured 
to exacting specifications. The intuitive user interface (UI) stores recipes which can be selected and applied to 
individual baskets. Random loading high throughput lines are our standard and our specialty. Coho Control, the 
breakthrough software Industry 4.0 component of our control system platform, provides real time data enabling 
real time database queries, rapid trouble shooting, in depth analytics, and compliance reporting. 
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Cleanliness. Demanded.

1. Servo index setup screen for the automated system transporter
2. Integrated stainless steel lowerator in a cleaning process
3. View of air ventilation, plumbing and electrical packaging on a cleaning system
4. Motor control components and protection for run monitoring and service
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Cleaning and surface preparation are a critical step in the quality control of precision parts for all part 
manufacturers, especially those providing parts to aerospace and outer space vehicles. At REL, our approach 
to designing, building, and installing automated precision Chemical Cleaning lines has been built on decades of 
experience in solving complex technical challenges for our customers. 

Our automated systems use a range of overhead conveyance methods and precision basket carriers to move 
multiple parts with complex geometries and varying weights carefully and smoothly through the stages of your 
specific cleaning process requirements. We excel in working with all stakeholders in the process including chemical 
suppliers, wastewater treatment suppliers, factory secondary/tertiary containment, backup power integration and 
air quality requirements to keep your employees and everyone’s environment safe.  
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Features and Benefits

 ● High throughput random loading

 ● Web based UI for maximum process visibility and safety

 ● State-based recovery from industrial grade on-site server 

 ● Designed specially to integrate with Allen Bradley PLC’s

 ● On-the-fly tank configurations

 ● Real-time Automated Tank Filling with adjustable chemical 
concentrations

 ● Infinite process recipe flexibility with the ability to move multi- 
directionally through processing

 ● Dynamic Tank Control - Individual tanks can be ‘Blocked’ (from 
processing parts) or ‘Disabled’ (taken out of service) during 
processing
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When customers ask us for the impossible, we ask 
“when would you like it?”

AUTOMATED FLUORESCENT
PENETRANT INSPECTION

At REL, we design, manufacture, and install custom non-
destructive testing equipment for fluorescent penetrant and 
magnetic particle inspection.

Backed by decades of scientific knowledge, technical acumen, and practical expertise, 
we excel at identifying and solving the complicated engineering challenges involving part 
presentation and part movement in a well-designed, long-lasting, non-destructive testing 
line. From multiple complex part geometries moving at a rapid clip through an automated 
system according to recipe-driven processing, to understanding operator safety and 
health in industrial environments, we have REaL solutions for any individual or multi-
facility manufacturing operation.

REL’s automated fluorescent penetrant inspection (FPI) lines are precision engineered to 
solve your specific non-destructive testing challenges, maximize accuracy, and ensure 
part volume and speed for your facility.  
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AUTOMATED FLUORESCENT
PENETRANT INSPECTION LINES

We provide premium automated non-destructive testing lines.

1. Electrostatic penetrant application
2. 16’ L x 10’ W x 10’ H large part dryer
3. Line material handling individually driven chain conveyors to avoid process cross contamination
4. System carrier with integrated part baskets for small part processing

REL automated fluorescent penetrant inspection (FPI) lines feature innovative process methods designed to 
increase our customer’s productivity and throughput within their facilities. We design, manufacture, and install 
automated NDT Processing lines that are designed to handle specific complex part geometry. We specialize in the 
application of penetrant electrostatically. Why not save 80% of the penetrant cost compared to dip processing?  
Utilizing process water more than once for pre-rinsing also saves effluent that must be discharged or treated. 
These techniques along with REL’s expertise in building fixtures minimizes Level III skepticism associated with 
safety critical components that are automatically processed.  

REL’s systems are designed to allow for safe operator intervention throughout the process for verification and 
required process check-offs during the process. If the plant loses power, there is no panic in the NDT department, 
because REL equipment has STATE Based recovery akin to desktop computers. This recovery allows for the system 
to pick up processing right where it left off before the power outage. The system standard UPS will keep the 
industrial grade server and the PLC under power for 24 hours to ensure no data is lost! 
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REL is the premium brand in the 
world marketplace for automated FPI 
processsing lines.

All systems are assembled at REL and factory acceptance 
testing (FAT) is performed with the customer witnessing the 
performance to ensure the equipment performs satisfactorily.  
With decades of NDT experience and a highly trained team, 
we’re able to minimize your downtime by quickly and 
effectively installing your new REL line. 

The only thing better than purchasing an REL Automated NDT 
system is the service and support that comes with it after 
installation.
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18”

24”

24”

PAST SYSTEM’S PART ENVELOPES

FPI Line
Model #RCF242418 18



44”

30”

44”

FPI and Cleaning Line
Model #CL/FPI304444 20
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36”

22”

30”

FPI Line
Model #MLF303622 24
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30”

36”

FPI Line
Model #MLF303622 26



38”

48”50”

Cleaning Line
Model #CL504838 28
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48”

42”

72”

FPI Line
Model #RBF487242 32
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19”

47” 28”

FPI Line
Model #SAF472819 36
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28”

48” 56”

FPI Line
Model #FPI244848 40
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576”

144”

30”

FPI Line
Model #EXBF57630144 44



217.25”

217.25”

56” 56”

217.25”

217.25”

FPI Line
Model #FPI4896132 46



Part envelope size
21’x24”x14”

55’
34’

Etch Line
Model #WPR2930025 48
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57640 North Eleventh St.
Calumet, MI 49913

906-337-3018
rel@relinc.com

Made in 
the USA relinc.com


